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Armor UVT

Defend your great work
UV Roll Coating for Thermoforming Applications

EFI Armor UVT is a fast-drying, non-yellowing, vacuum-formable clear coat
developed for first surface thermoforming applications on rigid materials.
Armor UVT is a high-elongation product with a virtually unlimited vacuum
forming range. It’s your best defense against outdoor weathering and abrasion,
and harsh solvents and chemicals. It offers three to five year weathering in
direct outdoor environments, and is available in matte and gloss finishes.
™

Applications
• Automotive trim and shielding

AT A
GLANCE

• Bath and shower enclosures
• Gaming/ATMs

Durability

3-5 years direct outdoor exposure; excellent chemical
and abrasion resistance
Two-part system; prior to use, part 2 must be mixed
thoroughly into part 1; once mixed together, the pot life
will exceed 6-8 hours of use

• Vending/Beverage/Dispensing

Mixing

• Sports and outdoor graphic
constructions

Roll Coat

Wet film deposit of 25.4 - 127 µ depending on
depth of draw

Shelf Life

One (1) year from date of manufacture

Cure Parameters

300 mJ mercury vapor

Coverage

44.45 - 50.8 µ wet film; for extreme deep-draw
applications (15 cm) 5.08 - 88.9 µ is recommended;
can be coated in multiple passes to obtain desired
film thickness

Finish

High gloss
Matte

-- Bug shields
-- Wind deflectors
-- ATVs
-- Canoes
-- Kayaks

To determine suitability of the product for the intended use, a pretest prior to production is advised.

When your print wears
Armor, it’s ready for anything.
Whether you’re printing on rigid boards, flexible media or thermoforming materials, you
need to protect your print from the sun, weather, wear and tear, even chemicals. EFI has
the post-printing coating formula for success – EFI Armor. Our line of proprietary products
does a lot more than coat. It defends. It shields. It guards. It preserves.
Protect your print, protect your colour, protect your reputation. With EFI Armor.

EFI fuels success.
We develop breakthrough technologies for the manufacturing of signage, packaging, textiles,
ceramic tiles, and personalised documents, with a wide range of printers, inks, digital front ends,
and a comprehensive business and production workflow suite that transforms and streamlines
the entire production process, increasing your competitiveness and boosting productivity.
Visit www.efi.com or call 0808 101 3484 (UK only) or +44 (0)1246 298000 for more information.
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